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ABSTRACT 
Thi~ pn.~l'-'ct documcnttttwn 1s a submitted to the Facult~ of Computer Sl'H.'ncc 
and Information Tcchnolog~. llni,·crsit~ of Malaya a:. a report for the I mal Y car 
ProJCCt . ,.,.h1ch 111 turn sci\ CS as a panial fult111mcnl of the requirement for the Bachdor 
oflnformatton Technology Degree. 
Online Diary System 1s a web-based application that will change the traditional 
way of writing diary which is using papers and pens. With this system. users can enjoy 
writing their diary as long as they have an Internet connection It is also built for the 
reason of security where only the users can access their own diary. There is no way that 
one can view the private diary written unless he or she is given pennission by the 
diarist. 
With the studies made on existing systems, comparison has been made to 
evaluate each of them on their features and other aspects such as user friendliness, 
navigation and functions provided It is found that a diary system is not only an ordinary 
diary for writing down every sweet and sour moments, but there are also some functions 
that can be added to ease users. Proposed system will include a reminder with SMS alert 
and addressbook too. 
This project is continued with the next advancement of the Final Year Project 
WXES 3182. The actual WXES 3182 is based on the proposal in WXES 3181, the first 
stage of the Final Year Project. 
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1.1 Project Definition 
1.1.1 Overview 
Diary. a book which has a separate space for each day of the year. 11 has been 
used since early age to write down things we plan to do. or to r~cord sweet or sour 
things that happen in our daily life. The traditional way of writing diary is by using 
papers and pens. But in today's socie1y, where there arc many new improved 
technologies, diary writing has evolved over the years. Since the day when ~omputer 
and Internet are introduced, our community is heading gradually for a paperless 
environment. Diary is now widely written and saved in computer, Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA) or Internet. 
Due to the development of Information Technology, there arc countless things 
that can be carried out through Internet. This includes an Online Diary System, as 
proposed in this project. Online Diary System would be a web-based software 
application developed to ease users where they can access their own diary anywhere as 
long as there is Internet connection. It is created based on the functions of a paper diary 
with some extra special features which will help us to store, manage and retrieve 
personal information like notes, address, contacts easily. It will also provide an 
excellent way to keep track of day-to-day activities, thoughts, goals, feelings, dreams, 
ideas and important events in life. 
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The content is kept :-trictly private. So Online Diar~ Sy~tcm "ill help us 
maintain the diary that 1s ~ccured from others b~ a strong protection scheme. With thi~. 
we can ~ton: our cherished memories forever easier than ever he fore . 
1.1.2 Project Objectives 
This project is developed to meet the following aims: 
Users can login to access their diary wherever they are by just surfing the 
Internet. 
To record private moments and dreams for any day with complete privacy 
Flexible where users feel free to do any modification as they wish 
Provide users an alternative to manage their important information, contacts, 
special events and reminders in a more tidier way 
Remind users on special events by SMS 
For security reason where no one can access the diary without permission 
(username and password protected)/ 
To create a user-friendly environment for Online Diary System 
To introduce a paperless environment 
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1.13 Problems and lnconn-nicnces 
Not fully supported''-" tl1JTcre11t hrmncr 
The system is developed using Microsoll Internet Explorer. so it doc~ not 
support other Internet browser. 
Not support multi language 
The system can support only one language. which is English. 
1.1.4 Expected Outcome 
As we see that it is so important for us to keep in touch with loved ones, Online 
Diary System definitely will be a good choice. Due to this reason, there will be some 
requirements. So developer has come out with some expectat ion as well: 
User Friendly 
The application must be easy to use and can be understood by users from any 
levels, in order to ease them in navigation and control. 
Artracriveness 
The graphical user interface (GUI) must be nice and comfortable to see to 
increase the auractivcncss of the application. 
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I:"t1 .\\' (or En Ir 1111n·mc111 1111tl .\fa i111c11c11H'c.' 
The coding ha" tO be '' rittcn in a s~ stl'm:uic and tidy way so tha1 the sys1cm is 
lk:-.iblc. If thcrl' is any problem. it will be easy to enhance and maintain. 
1.2 Project Scope 
1.2.1 Features 
The Online Diary System basically consists of two main modules namely User Module 
and Administrative Module. 
User Module 
User Module can only accessed by registered users. However, there are a few 
pages that can be accessed by public users, who have not yet registered themselves as 
members to enjoy the service. The pages are Home, FAQ and Help. The features of the 
module are: 
Main menu 
Online registration 
Diary content which shows the dates and the titles of entries 
Entering daily memories 
Jot down ideas 
Store, manage and retrieve personal information like address, contacts etc from 
Addressbook 
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St.'t .-\larm Rt.'mimkr for mt.'t.'ting. appl,llltmcnt. To-Dl' h~t or datt.' 
FAQ or Hdp fik 
Feedback form 
Admi11istrariw: Module 
Adminis1rative Module is prepared for the higher level of user to maintain the sys1em. 
The features of the module arc: 
Perform housekeeping on old information in database 
Respond to feedback questions from users 
Update website for new ideas, design or any other forms of modifications 
Fix system if there is any bug reported 
Add new administrator if necessary 
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1.:2.:! Conceptual De~ign 
Concl'ptual lk~ign ml' ans to describl' the system in simpk \\ ords that thl' 
customers can understand. In this session. de' eloper tdb customers e\.actly \\'hat thl' 
svstem will do and how it \\'ill benefits them. 
Online Diary System is an application that enables u~ers to create an account to 
become a member. Therefore they are entitled to store their important infomia1ion 
online. The important information can be friends· or relatives· personal details, 
contacts, special events such as anniversaries. birthdays, meetings and appointments. 
Users can set reminders so that the system will remind them few days before the events 
according to their preference through SMS. This brings benefits, as they will no longer 
bringing along their diary books wherever they go. They can access their Online Diary 
System to jot down their thoughts or memories with no constraint of time and place. 
There is no more "Opps! I've forgot to bring my diary!". Users will just need Internet 
connection to do so, and that is much more easier than the traditional way. 
Besides. they can save the detail contacts their loved ones using the Address 
Book to ease future reference at any time, sharing their precious moment no matter it is 
sweet or sour. People are connected and tied to their relationships. That is what 
everyone has been looking for. Online Diary System is willing to provide them the 
service and benefits. 
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l .3 Project Schedule 
Figure belm' ill ustrates the Project Schedule T1melmc 
lO T-- _ ,_ &d,_ ~ - I allf 
I ,........,_ IWlOIX) 1113/'llXO !Id I 
z ---a..--- ••113m 7/llllllG) - -)~---- ~ 1111/llXD 354 . _,_,.. ~ WWll2aD 3Dd I 
& ~°"""' ~ 1:111112l1ll 10d ==:; ~ ·~ 8'7712QJJ V1'2004 70o 
7 ~ ........ - . 111!200< V2lllalO< Zia 
-·~,-·~ V1- 2>'12/l004 3)0 
-9- W2003 2127/2ll04 l90d -
Figure 1.1: Project Schedule Timeline 
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2. 1 Introduction 
Before starting developing the Dial) S)stem. infonnation and knowledge about 
current systems are necessary for the developer to gain better understanding. Researches 
are done in the fields that are related to this thesis. A few current systems were found 
online. Reviews are done on them after been used for some time. From observation and 
testing, it is found that all the systems have their own pros and cons. Some of them may 
introduce new ideas or better features than other systems. There are also systems that 
are either too complex or too simple. Therefore, comparison among the systems is 
needed as a reference, guidance to design a better system that can suit users' 
requirements well. The existing systems found are listed as below: 
1. My Diary 
2. Diary Land 
3. The Open Diary 
4. DearDia.ry.Net 
5. Travellerspoint 
6. HotDiary 
7. Diary-x.com 
8. Digital Expressions 
9. MyDearDiary 
10. My-Life.CC 
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2.2 Reviews On Existing Systems 
2.2. t My Diary 
UJU,: h11c: \l'\1 ·11 111, -cl/(10..-. 01:.g 
4!' A f,.. OnUne Diary or Journ11l • S~ 1111. ft't f,..I • Mtcrosoft lnter,.t Explont_ r _________ GJ(QJ~ 
fie Edl *'- F.warbs Tools Het> •• 
Figure 2.1: Print Screen from My Diary 
My Diary is a free Online diary for an users to express their feelings. It provides 
all the basic functions that a diarist needs, without any extra features that will bother 
users. It can be classified as a "Nice and Clean" type of onlme diary. It is so simple that 
there is only a picture found, which is in the homepage. This definitely reduces the 
loading time. 
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Users can ~et their 0\\1l pnvac) propc.!rttcs to Public or Pri\·ate. dependmg on 
their preference. But in this diaf) svstem. if the "PJblic .. option is checked. it shows all 
of the diarv entries Unlike other systems. users can pick selected entnes to be shown to 
. . 
public. 
A search engine is prepared to ease users in finding particular diary by entering 
keyword. The only searching scope is by language. Users can choose to display l 0, 20, 
30, 40, 50 or 100 of their search results in a page. 
When viewing other diarists' entries, reader can leave a feedback to the diarist 
to commend on it. Besides, reader can choose to be notified when diarist update their 
diary. Both reader and diarist can view printer friendly version of the diary before 
printing it out and keep it as a hard copy with the same diary format for tidiness 
uniformity. 
Navigation is easy too. All the buttons are clearly stated. When viewing other 
diarist's entries, the entries are sorted according to month in a list format in left frame. 
Viewer can click on the date, and then the right frame wilJ display the entry on that day. 
Specially for new users, there is FAQ prepared in guiding them. Users can send 
feedback to administrator through Contact Us. Newsletter can be subscribed to obtain 
the latest news and updates. Another service that diarist can use is "Tip A Friend". E-
JO 
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mail \\ill be sent out to mfoml them about this online diary service and provides them 
the URl to view the sender's entries. 
Generally, this is a good service given free with all the necessary functions The 
lL~r interface is simple. Maybe more colors and animation can be added to enhance the 
current version to make it more interesting. Pop-up advertisement on start-up page can 
be irritating too. 
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2.2.2 DiaryLand 
URI.: l.!!!J ': 11 w II'. , Ii 11rl'Ia11 d. l '11111 
~: 
what IS ViaryLand? 
~~: 
Sil1' upl - Uie trsf. step of~ 
take a tour-a~ !Wt.<( ho..! ,( ~ 
WHY should ~ ose Oiarylald? 
............... 
• lrbrnlt 
tg 111'~ 1 • • ;..:) Them 3181 =======! 
Figure 2 .2: Print Screen from DiaryLand 
DiaryLand is another discovered online diary. At first glance, the impression 
that this online diary gives is, "Target at children". The design and the layout at 
homepage are quite simple and cartoonish. After signing up as a member, you wiJI find 
that this diary is actually complex and not aiming at children as their users. They even 
offer Gold Membenbip and SuperGold Membenhip with payments for subscription. 
As a Gold or SuperGold member, user is entitled to upload their images, viewing 
12 
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invisible statistic tracker and webmail service. These are the sen 1ces that cannot be 
enjoyed b)' other users. 
As to help first time visitor, OiaryLand has a link to Quick Tour in homepage. 
Help and FAQ arc there too. If users face with any problem, they can always get back 
to the homepage to look for solution. 
This diary system is quite complex as it offers many features that are can't be 
seen in other online diary. Users are allowed to change the layout and the design the 
way they want it to be. Templates are prepared for those who do not know HTML. 
Advanced web designer can change it using HTML for own layout customization. 
One great thing that can be found here is that, there is no pop-up advertisement 
or banner advertisement. Users always find advertisements distracting, especially 
pop-up advertisements. 
Search engine is prepared to ease users m finding something that they are 
looking for. This system provides as many as eight (8) ways of searching. Users can 
search by usemame, city, state or province, country, musical taste, taste in authors, taste 
in movies and linkers. Search result will be displayed with the most recently updated 
profiles at the top of list. This is a bit troublesome as the list is very long and users need 
to scroll to view it. 
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When coming to diary entries. users can \\Tite. edit or delete their entries easily 
as links are provided at the top left of the page. But ifs not so suitable \\hen dektmg 
entry. there is no confinnation message. Users may delete the entry by mistake. Change 
of date and time is allowed. Users can also alter the fonnat of date and ttme displayed m 
entries. 
Users can grant other friends or relatives authorization to view their diary This 
is an extra feature with extra security. There will be a list for user to fill in, including 
username, password and e-mail of the person viewing. 
When there is anyone who wishes to send e-mail to diarist, redirect e-mail 
service is provided. Then aJJ e-mails sent to username@diarytanfcom wi11 be redirected 
to the actual e-mail account of the diarist, without disclosing it to other users. 
DiaryLand Chat is another special feature in DiaryLand. Users can chat with 
other people in real time. For security reason, users need to login again to access 
DiaryLand Chat. Besides, they can join Diary Ring, post comments to particular diarist, 
set favourite entries and fill in surveys. But seems like those features are not a 
necessities for most of the users. 
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As a concluswn. this onlme diary is a httk complex for a dianst to JOt do\\11 
their emotions There are too many features that are not needed. Apart from this. the 
design docs not match the target users at all. Credit is given for the navigation part as 
links on the left are properly categorized so that user can identify them fast. 
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2.2.3 The Open Diary 
('RI.: hllp: 11 ' \l'll './/\' l ' ll/lt 'llil/llr\ '.l Olll 
C f19 Open Diary • Mlc:r'OIOR Internet bplontT 
~ £dt Y1eW FlM)tt;es Tools ..,., 
womens torun com 
....,. 
""",.., ,,. • ..-r ,. 
tOf.com · 
14•i4,.i) ,...,.,, 
~ Who ar·e YOlll" ancestors? 
vour last name: Clcle ~I 
Index recent •random ••n:h theme drda& ma 
unladc my dleiy Welcome to Free Open Oiory, the first interactive diary 
community on the Internet Read about the lives of thousands 
of real people, or get vour own free onhne diary. 
Stort_ojl,IQW oioi:y 
want to have your own onhne d1ary1 
Che~ hPre to start a public or pnvate 
diary. 
We ;are c:umtntly home to 281,878 
onllne dlortes. 
:.J 11-esis 3 181 
I ree Open 01.:Jry f\ie\'I 
COMING SOON ... 
OD 4.0 - new software, n 
features, and more. 
bl9Al5 
Ma cu 
Lotest Lntries 
~ 
ovs--
luw...w 
~
~ 
~ 
fias.lmlS ..,, 
~ 
Figure 2.3: Print Screen from The Open Diary 
The Open Diary is an online diary that provides free service to users. The 
homepage looks nice with light blue and white but the contents are too crowded because 
a wide range of information is squeezed into one page. Users may find it tedious and 
bored of using it. Besides, the pop-up advertisement3 that appear every time we load 
the homepage are irritating. Many banner advertisements can be found in the homepage 
too. It makes the page too wide and long. Users need to scroll horizontally and 
vertically to view the whole page. 
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After s1gnmg in. we can see a lot of ltnls on the left and on top of the entries 
Link.s on the left are basically used for mamtaining the account and diary while the top 
link.s are mostly used for searching purposes. The search engine can look up for diaries 
by a few methods, that are random, author. alpha index, geographic index and age 
index. 
One great feature is the diary style customization. Users feel free to customize 
their own diary accounts by changing the menu area and body area. The background 
can be changed to other solid colors, patterns or pictures. Font and title can be changed 
to colors besides black, which is by default. Color look up table and samples of pictures 
are readied at the side of the form. Preview is provided. 
Users can look for help file when they are having problems. The help file is 
divided into eight (8) categories. Users can find the solutions much more easier. 
After writing diary, user can use one of the function prepared, that is the Spell 
Check before saving it. Users can decide whether making it private or public. Note 
type is used to determine whether other users can leave notes after reading the entry. 
Change of date is allowed when doing editing or writing. A link called Diary Calendar 
is there but it is not working due to some problem. "Download my diary" is used to 
save diary entries in a tidy and neat format. 
17 
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All in all, this onlinc dtaf) can be considered satisfactory. Functions needed are 
prepared Spell checio. is the special function that rarely seen in other systems 1t would 
be better if the number of adve1tisements can be cut down 
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2.2.4 DearDiary.Net 
~·-:ti 
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Figure 2.4: Print Screen from DearDiary.Net 
DearDiary.Net is an online diary which has a simple design using two colors, 
apple green and white. The homepage is quite crowded by all kind of information, 
making it a long scrolling page. Search engine can be found at the homepage. This 
search engine provides a thorough search by genre and updated time. The genre search 
consists of 32 different categories such as art, computer games, geography, health and 
fitness, music, politics, religion and sports. Users can also search by keywords, random 
search, quick search or latest entry. 
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Th~ diary entnes are shown in a calendar. Users can click on the date, then the 
entries will be displayed. This makes the dia11st feel easier to find their entries at a 
glance. Change of date is allowed when performing update to the existing entries. 
lf diarists do not like the design or the colors used by default., they can 
customize it according to their own preference. The customization includes text and 
background. It has three (3) categories, which are general diary options, messages and 
screen setting. It facilitates users when finding the right links to do their customization. 
When the link is clicked, there will be a pop-up window. Users close it after changing 
the setting. This is good, as users will not get lost. But customization would be better if 
preview is provided so that users can view their setting before saving it. 
Diaries written can be set to public or private. Users can define whether they 
allow other users to leave comments on their entries. Besides, other features include 
Help file, News, About and Premium. Unfortunately the Premium link is not working. 
One thing that makes it different from other systems is, there is no need to 
logout. Diarists just need to close the browser and it will logout automatically. First 
timer may find it weird as they cannot find the logout link. It is mentioned only in the 
help file. 
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To put it in a nutshell. this system is not so user friendly especially when it 
comes to user navigation. Navigation links are provided but they are separated by other 
information, reminders and tips from the diary. Another msufficiency is the link to 
Homepage and My Diary. The links are provided only in a few pages but not all. Users 
maybe confused when they wish to go back to Homepage or their diary. More colors 
can be added in to make it more interesting. Links should be changed to other color as 
blue does not match welt with apple green. 
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2.2.S travellenpoint 
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Figure 2.5: Print Screen from travellerspoint 
... 
7:14Pltl 
Travellerspoint, a good choice for travelers to jot down their feelings while they 
are exploring other countries. This website is designed using three (3) colors, blue, gray 
and white. This perfect color matching makes it comfortable when viewing. It is even 
better with the photo posted by other traveler. It makes the page brilliant and enhances 
the beauty of the photo with a plain and simple background. 
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Five (5) templates are prepared for travelers to choose from They are General. 
Dia() Keeper, Forum User. Travel Friends Reunion and Travel Photographer. Each of 
the templates is designed specially for users with different requirements from the 
system. 
Since this online diary aims at travelers, so they have spared some memory 
storage for diarists to upload their photo taken during the journey. Diarists may upload 
photos to share them with other members. Readers also can send feedback/comment to 
diarists to voice their opinion. All of the comments will be sent to diarist's inbox and 
diarist is notified via e-mail. 
A special feature of this diary is that, diarist can insert emoticon (such smiley 
face) when writing diary. This is to express feelings that cannot be said out by words. 
Besides thfa, there are gif files to represent the weather, which is chosen by diarist. 
Diary entries can be password protected. Authorization can be granted to 
friends or relatives to view them. Only those given password are allowed to view the 
diarist's diary if it is password protected FAQ, Terms, Contact Us and Site Map are 
also prepared to facilitate users. 
Travellerspoint has done a good job in this online diary. Design, navigation, 
colors and layout are suitable and easy to use. It is so user friendly, clean and nice. 
Definitely a good choice to mark down every moment of joy and happiness. 
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2.2.6 HotDiary 
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Figure 2.6: Print Screen from HotDiary 
HotDiary is an online diary with business people as their target users. Most of 
the functions are there to serve businessmen and businesswomen. As the target group is 
working people, so the design is more to matured style and the colors used also suits the 
theme well. Mostly white and dark blue, good combination to view. 
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fhc homepage maybe not so well designed. as the lmks to Sign in and Sign up 
are not clear. Users need to spend some time loo'-.mg for them This website is different 
as they put all the ad,·ertisements at the bottom of the page. 
To the right of the page, we can see a table containing all of the services 
provided by HotDiary. Users can click on the links to read material on the topic chosen 
Site map, User Agreement, Privacy Policy, Contact Us and About Us are there for 
quick access. In the Help Desk, topics are arranged alphabetically in a long list. 
So far, this is the online planner that offers the most functions and features. 
There are all together 18 features, they are My Calendar, Create Groups, Manage 
Calendar, My E-Business, My Rewards, Diary Tools, My Downtown, Search Group, 
Contact Manager, My Calendar Setting. Diary Chat, Memo Manager, Manage Groups, 
Party Planner, My Carry-On, My Profile and Diary Board. Most of the functions are for 
business purpose Users can browse the calendar by day, week, month and year. 
One great feature is users can share their favorite music, photos and other files 
online in My Carry-On. Other users will have chance to view and download them too. 
In address book, there is a function called Print Report where users can print out the 
contacts. But the report can only print out the whole address book. Users cannot select 
contact and print. It is easy to find a particular person, as there is a quick access bar 
prepared at the top of the list. 
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As a summary. this online diary provides all functions that are needed by 
businesspeople. So it maybe excessive to most of the users if they are not in this kind of 
business surrounding. A good recommendation to businesspeople. 
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2.2.7 Diary-X 
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Figure 2.7: Print Screen from Diary-X 
Diary-X is found when searching for online diary. This is a well designed 
website with light navy blue and white. The logo is impressive. The Homepage is neat 
and simple. No advertisement appears at all. 
Tour and Help are prepared to guide both new and existing users. Users can go 
through a few screens to get the reaJ pictures of the member area. 
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As in other s~stems. users can perfonn the.: basic functions m a diary system. 
01ary-X allows users to do more here. Diarists can change the date and time of written 
diary. One mconvemence is that diarists cannot edit or delete the entry when viewing it. 
Edit and delete can only be done in Edit Entries. Customization can be done us ing the 
templates prepared for beginners. For users familiar with HTML. they can use it to 
design their own layouts. The best part is users can have a preview of the design before 
saving the template Tex't and background can be changed according to own preference. 
Diarist has options to set his or her diary entries to public or private. Though, 
authorization can be granted to selected people to view the diarist's entries if they are 
password protected. If diarist faces problem in spelling, there are dictionary.com 
lookup and thesaurus.com lookup to help them looking for the words online. After 
saving the entries, word count service is provided, stating the number of words written. 
This is a plus in this system. 
lf users are satisfied with Diary-X, they can always feel free to upgrade their 
account to Diary-X Plus, with subscription fees of course. Diary-X Plus members arc 
entitled to store images up to 2MB and update their diary book via e-mail. Which is a 
new service cannot be seen in other systems. 
Redirected e-mail will be sent to diarist's actual e-mail account if other readers 
post a comment on il Comments are redirected from usemame@diary-x.com to the real 
e-mai I account. 
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8as1cally. this <.mime diary 1s considered as a good diary with simple-to-use user 
mterface. Navigation bar helps users a lot m going from page to page Colors used are 
suitable with nice combination 
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2.2.8 DigitJtl Expr~ions 
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Figure 2.8: Print Screen from Digital Expressions 
At first glance, Digital Expressions gives users a warm feeling with its 
homepage design, simply ustng purple and light yellow as the mam theme It is 
interesting and pretty too as this page 1s quite dynamic, built using Macromedia Flash. 
A good starting point to attract more users. Besides, no advertisement can be found 
too. The only aspect that deducts its credit is the long scrolling page. 
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From homepage, we can find a few functions that aim to facilitate users ·1 h~~ 
arc FAQ. Help. Site Map, Contact \ Is. Rules. About lls. Copyright Info and starch 
engine. Users can utilize the search engine by keying m keywords to search. Entncs can 
be searched by entnes. authors, diary descnpt1on. diary title. random or index. 
For secunty reason, users can change their user info to suit their needs Users 
can change the setting about the displayed information. Whether they wish their 
country/state, gender, e-mail address and age to be seen by other readers. Other than 
that, private and public status for particular entries can be set too. 
Reminder option enables users to be notified to write their diary daily through 
e-mail. Or it can be set to OFF too, means no e-mail will be sent to notify users. 
Without extra charges, diarists can upload images attached to their entries. 
Download function is prepared for users to save entries in hard disk or printing hard 
copies. 
Digital Expressions is the only system that offers a Microsoft Word-like toolbar 
for writing entries. The toolbar contains bold, italic, underline, align (left, center, nght 
and justify), bulleted list, numbered list, indent, outdent, create/edit hyperlink, font 
family, font size, font color and font background color. Apart from these, diarists can 
insert emoticon to their entries too. 
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ln short, Digital Expressions is pertom1mg well and giving good sef\ ices. It is 
vet) user friendly that u::.ers will nt!ver get stud.. anywhere. Navigation bar is always 
there for quick access. Design and layout are constant, making users feel comfortable 
with the familiar interface. 
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2.2.9 MyDearDiary 
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Figure 2.9: Print Screen from MyDearDiary 
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MyDearDiary is another online diary found. Homepage seems attractive. All 
links are clear and placed at the right position. Search engine is there to help looking 
for diary entries. There are a few options in searching. Users can search by author's fi rst 
letter and author's age. User can choose the number of result displayed too. 
Advertisement is at the top of the page. But it is acceptable as it is static and no pop-up 
window 
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Help. Info/About. Ne"sletter. Prh acy Policy, Contact lls and Terms can be 
found. providmg useful infonnation to users Help file uses b<.'lo~mark to link the 
question to the specific part of the page with answer Good try to save space. Tell A 
Friend sends e-mail to diansts· fncnds 1f the~ wish to mfonn their fnends about this 
service 
Diarists have the chance to choose infonnation to be displayed, including age 
and actual e-mail address. Writing diary should be easy as spell check is prepared. 
Unfortunately, this service is hard to use and users tend to get confused with the process 
of spell checking. 
There are a few disadvantages found when using this system. Users cannot set 
their privacy setting to Private. There is no function to keep the entries secret. 
Everything can be read and seen by other readers. Which means everyone can send 
comments whether the diarists like it or not. Another serious problem is diarists cannot 
edit or delete entries. even the entries belong to them. Once the entries are saved, 
diarists can only view them. No modification can be made. Besides. when diarists 
choose to view the entries. latest entry is displayed. If diarists want to view other 
entries, they can either find by "Go to page" or "Previous". There is no list of diary 
which shows the content 
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As a conclusmn. this d1arv service 1s n()t satisfacton rhc color 1s not nuht a" 
. . ~ 
writmg d1af) should be a rda:\.mg activity The color should be lool..s \\ann and 
comfortable Baste functions lil..c:! edit and delete are not prO\ 1dcd Diary vie'' ing or 
reading 1s difficult too as there 1s no content table. PnvaC) 1s not assured as e\c~one 
can read the entnes But 1t 1s stated in Help file that the webmaster will try to add m 
these functions. At this moment. this is not a good recommendation for other people to 
use this service although it is free. 
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2.2.10 My-Life.CC 
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Figure 2.10: Print Screen from My-Life.CC 
My-Life.CC, an online diary system with purple and gray colors as the main 
theme. A long page with white space at the bottom for no purpose. All advertisements 
are placed at the right of the page. On the other hand, top 10 posts are placed on the left 
of the page. 
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Aller signing up a~ a member. d1ansts can nHld1t\ their personal setting D1ansts 
can check. the E-Mail Notification bo'\. so that the~ are notified through e-mail when 
thl!re 1s an~ comment postl!d on their entries. 
When writing diaries, users can insert emoticon to represent their emotions But 
there arc only seven choices of smiley faces. To ma\...c 1t better for memorial, image can 
be uploaded and displayed at the left of the diary But users need to specify the fonnat 
of the image. Then users need to set whether the entry 1s private or public. 
A great feature here is that users can have a preview of the entry after writing it. 
The preview is shown at the bottom of the page. Users can modify if they wish to. My-
Life. CC also introduces a new feature which cannot be found in any other diary system. 
Diary is categorized into diary type. whether it is General, Health, Money or Love. 
Further more, gray color background represents General, purple color background 
represents Health, green color background represents Money and pink color background 
represents Love. So users can identify the type of diary fast when they look at the color 
of the background. 
My-Life.CC is considered as average system. The interface can be made better 
by altering the colors. Advertisement can be placed at other part of the page so that user 
doesn ' t have to scroll vertically and horizontally. Navigation has to be concerned to 
ease users in browsing. Layout can be improved too. 
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2.3 Comparison on Reviewed Existing Systems 
My Diary 
") Diary Land 
3. The Open Diary 
4 OearD1ary Net 
5 Travellerspoint 
6 HotDiary 
7 Diary-x.com 
8. Digital Expressions 
9. MyDearDiary 
10. My-Life.CC 
Table 2.1 : Comparison of Existing Online Diary 
Online Diary Systems 
Features 
-1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
User Friendly 
" " " " " " " Interface 
Appropriate 
" " " " " " " Navigation Buttons 
Advertisement 
" " " " 
"-
Tell A friend 
" " " 
Spell Check 
" 
..J 
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Pri\.atc Mode \ \ \ \ \ \ 
I-
- r I -- I -Authonzat1on to \ \ \ 
selected people I I 
I I I 
- I 
-..--
,.. 1- - ---, Sue Map \ I \ \ 
j 
·-I --. Image Uploading \ \ \ 
_._ I I 
.,J -; Diary Downloading 
" " 
I 
l 
,._____ 
Reminder v '1 v - \ 
- ~ ..J -Emoticon I 
" I 
Customization using 
" 
..J ..J ·----r ...; 
Templates 
Preview of ..J ..J 
Customization 
Quick Tour ..J ..J 
Redirected E-mail ..J ..J .,J ..J \ 
Update diary via 
..J 
E-mai l 
--
Change of Time ..J ..J ~ 
Change of Date ..J ..J ..J ..J ..J 
Word Count 
..J 
Diary Content .../ 
" 
..J ..J ..J ..J ..J ·- .,J \ 
Upgrade to Premium 
" 
..J " - I 
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~ ..+ Short Message Service ( SMS) 
.. 
2.-$. l \\'hat is Sl\IS? 
Short Messaging Service. othcrw1se known as text messaging, mobile 
messagrng. or alphanumeric paging is a digital cellular network feature It lets you send 
short text and numeric messages to and from digital cell phones, cell phones and e-mail 
addresses. as well as cell phones and public SMS messaging gateways on the Internet. 
The text can comprise of words or numbers or an alphanumeric combination. Each short 
message is up to 160 characters is length when Latin alphabets arc used, and 70 
characters in length when non-Latin alphabets such as Arabic and Chinese are used. 
SMS was created when it was incorporated into the Global System for Mobiles 
(GSM) digital mobile phone standard. The first SMS is believed to have been sent in 
December 1992 from a Personal Computer (PC) to a mobile phone on the Vodafone 
GSM network in the UK. With the emergence of SMS, it makes a new way to send 
short notes, memos and even greetings to colleagues, friends and family, providing an 
alternative to keep in touch with the loved ones. 
The Short Message Service 1s a store and forward service, in other words, short 
messages are not sent directly from sender to recipient, but always via an SMS Center 
instead. Each mobile telephone network that supports SMS has one or more messaging 
centers to handle and manage the short messages. 
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According to the stat1~t1c b) EMC ('1!' m r1gurc '.! 11 ). the best independent 
single source for operational data and analysis on the wireless mdustf). the monthly 
SMS traffic has been H!f) heavy and number of SMS sent has been mcreasmg 
drastically since year 1999 to year 2002 
Monthly SMS traffic 
JF MAM JJ A SONO JF MAMJJA SON O JF MAM JJ A SONO JF MAM JJ A S O NO 
19M 2000 200 I 2002 
Source : EMC Re se~rch 
Figure 2. I l : Monthly SMS Traffic by EMC Research 
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2A.2 Requirements for l lsing SMS 
f o cn.10~ using the SMS. usl..!rs need to prepare themsdvcs with the reh!\ant 
subscnpllons and hardware. specifically 
Users must have a subscription to a mobile telephone nctwort-. that suppons 
SMS 
• Use of SMS must be enabled for that user (automatic access to the SMS is given 
by some mobile network operators, others charge a monthly subscription and 
require a specific opt-in to use the service). 
Users have to own a mobile phone that supports SMS. 
• Users have to have knowledge of how to send or read a short message using 
their specific model of mobile phone. 
• A destination to send a short message to, or receive a message from. This is 
usually another mobile phone but may be a fax machine, PC or an Internet 
address. 
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2.4.3 \\'hy SMS? 
SMS ts becoming one of the hottest ways of communication due to some of the 
unique properties where they arc particularly useful. This include the following: 
Always ON 
SMS is always available, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week It can be sent and 
received as long as the mobile phone is switched on 
Low Cost 
The cost of sending a SMS is relatively lower compared to making a phone call. 
Making the phone bill far cheaper. 
• Messages Are Recorded 
All of the messages are stored automatically when it is received. They can be re-
read or deleted later. Useful information is kept for future reference. 
SMS is Spam-Free 
At present, SMS is definitely Spam-Free, unlike E-mail where we will always 
get junk mails in our E-mail accounts. 
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SMS 1~ D1scn.·ct 
Unlile a phone call. \\C do not have to run -.)Ut of the mectrng room or restaurant 
to anS\\l.!r the call Yet \\I! still aware of the arnval of the SMS and sta) in touch 
with thl.! mrn1mal disturbance 
Availability 
SMS is already an integrated part of the mobile phone designed. All of the 
mobile phones support SMS. 
• Fast and Easy 
As a communication technology, SMS is fast to adapt, learn and deploy 
Notification Services 
As in Online Diary System, SMS can be used to make mobile phones into a 
reminder tool for special events. 
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2AA SMS b) PC-Mobile to Recipient 
In Online Diaf) System. users are allO\\·cd to set reminders t<.' remmd 
themsdve$ on specific trigger events according to the preset time and date The alcn 
will be sent by SMS The SMS w11l be passed to moh1lc phones via SMSC~ (Shon 
Message Service Center) of the GSM (Global S)stem for Mobiles) carriers. 
To make it possible for data transmission between PC and mobile, there arc 
some equipments that are necessary at the server side. Developers have to prepare a 
mobile phone and PC-mobile data cable. The PC-mobile data cable will allow for easy 
synchronization between the phone and a PC with USB connectivity so that the phone 
can be used as a wireless modem for the PC Besides, they have to subscribe for a SMS 
gateway from Telecommunication Service Provider so that the web site SMS can be 
sent. Usually it is charged on a monthly fee. 
When an event is triggered, the diary system will send an alert to users through 
the phone which is linked to the PC by data cable. Data cable acts as the bridge for data 
transmission. After that, the SMS will be passed to SMSC of the Telecommunication 
Service Provider. The SMSC stores the message and then delivers it to the destmat1on 
recipient if they are available. If they are not available at that moment, SMS will be re-
sent again and again untii it is delivered. But the SMSC usually has a configurable time 
limit for how long it will store the message, and the diary system developers can usually 
specify a shorter time limit if they want. All messages are instantly forwarded to mobile 
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phone of the rec1p1ent When recipient gets the SMS. then he or she \.\111 know that 1t is 
the time when he/she needs to attend for the event !'pecificd at that time 
YOUR PC (Origin) 
Figure 2.12: The Way SMS is Sent 
MOBILE PHONE 
(Oesllnation) 
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3.1 Introduction 
In this c..:hap1e1. focu:- is placed on the pn.)_Jt'Ct tkvclopmcnt. \\'hich i:- 'l'ftw.1rl' 
p1 t)l"c's nwdcl. A sofl\\'an: prlll"C:o.S prn\'idcs 1 he ft amework from "hidt a 
Cl1mp1ehcnsin: plan for sofl\\ a1e de\'elopmcnt can be t•stahh,hcd. A snrnll 11uml'1..'1 ol 
f1amc\\'tlrk ac1ivitics arc applicable to all software pro.iccts. regardless of their '"c l'r 
complc\ity. Building a process model and discussing 11s suh procc% gives the outline of 
the project. Besides, it also helps the devclopmcn1 team to find out the inconsistencies. 
redundancies and omissions in the process. 
3.2 Waterfall Model 
The waterfall methodology is also referred 10 as the "traditional" software 
development method. It is a top-down philosophy that consists of a set of ordered 
phases, with the output from each one of these phases, being the input to the next. The 
waterfall methodology simply states that, first one should think about what is being 
built, then establish the plan for how it should be built, and then build it. It allows for a 
software engineering methodology which is more in alignment with hardware 
engineering methods and prac1ices. 1t forces a disciplined process to avoid the pressures 
of writing code long before it is known what is to be buil t. Many 11mes an 
implementation team has built some code to find out that it was not needed or will be of 
Jillie use to the end product. This early code becomes a legacy and 100 costly to 
abandon. The Wl:lterfall methodology forces analysis and planning before actions arc 
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l\IKl'll. fhc prl,l'l''' ll,ll'l'S the an.ii~ 'is team tl' preciscl~ define thl'tr rcquircnwnt:-. It is 
much l'.ISlCI ll' build Sl)Jll\.'thing if it i' l..Jl\1Wn \\'hat !hat Sl1nlething IS 
The ph;1'es that the \\'ate1 foll nwdcl (as in Figure 3. J) mu't pa" through from 
start to finish .ire: 
Requirements Drfinitinn 
The existing systcm is examined. User and software requirements must be 
obtained. Jn-depth specification of the needs of the 'YStcm is carried out. as well 
as the description of what the software is to do. 
Analysis 
Developer will define the structure of the software, allocates functions to 
software components and the data flow between them. It provides the software 
designer with the representation of information and functions that can be 
translated to data, architectural and procedural design. 
Design 
All the requirements of software will be translated into representation of 
software that can he assessed for quality before coding phase is started. The 
output of this pha<.,c includes data structures, architectures, procedural details 
and interface characteristics. 
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(\,ding 
l)l·sign specification is t1;111~fo1mcd i1110 soft\\'arC pwg1ams. (\,de:- arc \\'rtttcn 
ha..,cd on 1hc dctaikJ soflwarc dt:sign. 
} CSllllg 
Softw:ire is tested against the original user requiremcn1 document so 1hat all 
1cquircmenis have hccn fulfilled and 1he system is hug free. It is divided into 
Unit Testing. Integration Testing and System Testing. 
Maintenance 
Software is monitored against the user requirements over time. and maintained if 
necessary. Focus will be placed on error detection n correction too. 
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Requirement 
' . Definition 
, 
•' 
Analysis , . 
Pros of Waterfall Model 
· Design ~ , 
t I ~ ~ 
,. ..... ' 
· Coding . 
. • . ~ 
Figure 3.1 : Waterfall Model 
, 
, 
J 
Maintenance 
Document-driven~ where developers have to produce the necessary 
documentation before proceeding. This helps them to lay out what they have to 
do. 
• Easy to explain 
Explicit, which intcnncdiate products are necessary in order to begin the next 
stage of development. 
Pcrf onnance can be measured at every stage 
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Con' of W:llrrt'all ;\lndd 
Pll,hkm!' are nnt di'n" l'll'd until s~ 'tL'lll te,ting hccau't.' no l'l'dC is" 1 ittL'll until 
the lksign is compktc 
Strnng empha,is on full documcntatil)ll :is Cl)mpktion l.'.ritcria fo1 the 
ll'l}uircmt!nts and design stap.c' 
Almost totally ignore thl' iterative nature l'f all design and dcYclopmcnt 
act1\ 1tics in all disciplines. 
Rigidity of process. as cu<.,tomcrs might not completely undc1stand their 
requirements. 
There is no insight how each activity transform one anifact to another. 
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3.3 Prototyping Model 
A software prototype is an executable model that allows users and developers to 
gain early cxpencncc with a software system in the interest of avoiding errors with the 
final software product. Prototyping aims at transfemng the costs from the operation and 
maintenance phase to earlier phases and to reduce the total software costs over the 
entire soft\vare life cycle Valuable information and feedback are obtained in early 
phases of software development, where most of the user interface prototypes have been 
developed to specify and validate system requirements. To ease the prototyping process, 
a set of useful activities that should be carried out throughout the analysis phas<" have to 
be defined. These activities must provide concrete answers in the domain of distributed 
process control software. In addition, a highly interactive prototyping tool must be 
provided that supports the set of defined activities. The key point is to build code 
rapidly that will show the client the input and the output in order for the client to 
understand and either accept or reject Figure 3.1 below shows the Prototyping Model. 
List or 
Rov111on 
' t Prototypo 
Roqu1romont 
t 
System 
Requirement 
.. 
List Of 
Revision 
' t Prototype 
Do sign .. 
L11t or 
Revision 
' t Prototype 
Sy5tom 
Figure 3.2: Prototyping Model 
.. Tc:u 
Delivered 
System 
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Pros of Protot~· ping Model 
Umkr~tanding the requirements for the user interface. 
Examining fra..,ibilit~ of a proposed design approach. 
Exploring system performance issues. 
Prototype can be produced in less time and less cost. 
Prototype is readily evaluated and easy to be changed rapidly. 
Enables to detect faults and weakness with existing specification before design 
and programming phase. 
Involve users in development 
Cons of Prototyping Model 
System is built with time constraint because developers do not consider the 
quality of the system and the long-term maintenance. 
Operating system and program maybe used for the rapid development outputs. 
Prototyping model encourage the requirements to reconsider and change the 
requirement speci fication. 
Lack of error checking on data input. 
Limited or incomplete functionality. 
May lead to unlimited iteration. 
Resulting system harder to maintain. 
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3.4 \Vatcrfall Model with Prototyping 
/\her analysis has been made on Waterfall Model and Prototyping Model. 
integration of these two models. that is Waterfall with Prototyping is found more 
suitable for Online Diary System. 
This model basically embeds prototyping process in requirements phase of 
waterfall. User interface is built and tested as prototype, so the users understand what 
the system will be look like. Thus, prototyping is involved in the first three stages, 
Requirement Analysis, System Design and Program Design. This is different from 
using waterfall without prototyping, which problems are not discovered until system 
testing. 
In the system testing, validation ensures that the system has implemented all of 
the requirements. Thus, each system function can be traced back to a particular 
requirement in the specification. For example, while testing the function of writing 
diary entry, it is validated that it fulfills the requirements specification. Besides, system 
testing also verifies the system to ensure that each function works correctly. 
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Requirement 
Analysis 
Prototyping 
< 
System 
Design 
Programme 
Design 
Coding 
Unit& 
lntogration 
lc$lin 
System 
Testing 
Acceptance 
Testing 
- Maintenance 
Figure 3.3: Waterfall with Prototyping 
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4.1 Introd uction 
Anal) sis of the system aims to gather and interpret data. identify and diagnose 
constraints and use the relenmt information for designing this onlinc diary system. II 
provides the details of what the diary system should do. rather than hov.• the system 
should be done. Therefore, information gathering is necessary. A few techniques were 
carried out to obtain the information required. Besides, requirements are needed too, as 
to design a system that suits the user well . No matter it is functional requirement!:. or 
non-functional requirements. Justifications on software will be discussed too. 
4.2 Information Gathering Techniques 
Information gathering is necessary in collecting information on problems, 
requirements and preferences. In this process, a few techniques were used. This is 
important to employ the techniques to establ ish understanding of the sta te and future 
requirements. Techniques used are as following: 
Research/Review 
This technique is used to get the full understanding of the current situation 
on how the system actually works. Existing systems were found and tested 
to get a better understanding. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Anal) sis of the system aims to gather and interpret data. iden1if) and diagnose 
constraints and use the relevant information for designing this online diury system. II 
provides lhe details of what the diary system should do. rathe1 than how the system 
should be done. Therefore, information gathering is necessary. A few techniques were 
carried out to obtain the information required. Besides, requirements arc needed too, as 
to design a system that suits the user well. No matter it is functional requirements or 
non-functional requirements. Justifications on software will be discussed too. 
4.2 Information Gathering Techniques 
Information gathering is necessary in collecting information on problems, 
requirements and preferences. Jn this process, a few techniques were used. This is 
important 10 employ the techniques to establish understanding of the s1a1e and future 
requirements. Techniques used are as following: 
Research/Review 
This technique is used to get the full understanding of the current situation 
on how the system actually works. Existing systems were found and tested 
to get a better understanding. 
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lnrcrncl Surfing 
Internet surfing i' .1 '' iJdy used method to obtain inhmnation as Internet 
CO\'ers a wide range of information needed. Be!'ides. it is easy to access. fast 
and cheap. So this is the main source of gathered information. 
lnrcrvicw 
This is carried oul using directed conversation with specific purposes in a 
Q&A format. Interviewer will direct questions to interviewees (especial ly 
experienced users) to get the opinion on how they feel about the current 
systems, what they hope to see in future as an enhancement and the 
insufficiencies of the systems available. 
Discussion 
Discussions were done in an informal way to get opinions from supervisor 
and friends. Topics discussed including the features, problems, processes 
and interface design. 
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.+.3 Software Justifications 
Table -l. I: Soft\\ are Justification 
Tools Software Reasons 
O perating System Windows XP . Widely used and installed --
. User friendly 
. Faster applications loading 
. Stable and scalable 
Web Server Apache 2.0 . Cross platform 
. Open source 
. Free 
. Ease of use 
Web Browser Microsoft Internet . Free with Windows 
Explorer . Ease of browsing and surfing 
Data base MySQL . Free 
. Open source 
. Fast and easy to customize 
. Cross platform support 
Scripting Language 
Server Side PHP . Open Source 
. Free 
. Cross platform support 
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Client Side J avaSl:ript 
4.4 Hardware Requirements 
Developer 
Intel Pentium IJI or higher 
128 MB Ram 
64 GB Hardisk Space 
8 MB Graphic Card 
56K External Modem 
Run Time 
Intel Pentium Ill or higher 
128 MB Ram 
64 GB Hardisk Space 
8 MB Graphic Card 
56K External Modem 
Suppl)! I a numbc:r of da1:1tx1scs 
Crcale dynamic web content 
Easv and fasi to code 
Free: 
Flcxibk 
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4.5 Software Requirements 
Den loper 
Micm~oft \\'ind()\\s XP 
Micro. oft Office 2000 
Microsoft FrontPagc 2000 
Apache Server 1.3 
PJJP 4.3.3 
MySQL4.0.15 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
Run Time 
Any Operating System 
Internet Explorer 6.0 
4.6 Functional Requirements 
functional requirement is a description of the activities and services that diar~ 
system is expected to provide. It states not only how the system should behave and react 
to user's input, but also the constraints on the system. Requirements will be divided into 
two modules, namely administrative module and user module. The following are detail 
about each functional requirement. 
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.t.6.1 Administrative l\lodulc 
Authentication and Authori1;ttion Function 
This func1ion provides access 10 administrator with correct uscrnamc and 
password. The main purpose is 10 pro1ect the security of the system. 
Data J\todification Function 
For authorized administrator. they are able to update their data and change of 
password. 
Feedback Managing Function 
This function will enable administrators to read, reply and delete the 
feedback posted by users. 
Housekeeping Function 
J\s there maybe users that remain inactive for a long period, so housekeeping 
is necessary for administrators to clean the database by deleting those 
inactive users. 
Administrator Managing Function 
This function allows administrator to add new administrators to help 111 
managing the system. 
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.t.5.2 User l\lodute 
Authentication and Authori1ation Funl·tion 
Uscrnamc and password arc requires ''hen logging in 10 the SY<\tem. Usrrs 
can onl~ carry out all the ac11vi1ics "hen logged in. 
Data Modification Function 
This function allows users 10 update their personal details or pref erred 
sc11ing. 
New U er Regis tration Function 
For those nol yet a member, this function will guide them through signing up 
processes. 
Addressbook Managing Function 
Address will be a place where users can keep all of their contacts. Users may 
view, add, edit and delete contacts from their lists. 
Diary Managing ]<~unction 
This diary managing function allows users to write their daily entries. 
Besides, they can edit or delete entries that they are not satisfied with. 
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Reminder .M:rnaging Function 
For important occasion or events. users can set a reminder 10 akrt them 
through SMS. 
Feedback Sending Function 
Users may post their comments to administrator. whether they arc 
suggestions, problems or complaints. 
Help Function 
Help function will provide users with the FAQs and guidelines on how to 
use the system. It can be viewed by authorized users and public users. 
4.7 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non- functional requirements refer to requirements that are not directly delivered 
by the system but are nevertheless important, relating to emergent system properties. 
Failure to meet non-functional requirements may make the whole system unusable. The 
non-functional requirements are as listed below: 
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User Fricndline~s 
Interface design 1s important 111 helping users. both computer literate and 
non-literate. 8u11ons should be placed appropriatt!ly. An ca-.\ to use s~ stem 
will shorten the karning cu1 vc for users. 
H.cliability 
System should not produce any dangerous or costly failure although it is not 
used in ways preserved, which the designer expected. It also means the 
expectation of a system 10 perform its intended functions accurate I]. 
Reusability, Expandability and Maintainability 
The coding of the system should be flexible so that the system can be reused 
for the purpose of version upgrade. 
Accuracy 
Accuracy refers to the precision of control. System should be able to 
maintain the integrity of data, data consistency and accurate database. 
Security 
System is required to have a moderate level of security protection and access 
control so that it is secure from intrusion to prevent crisis of being corrupted. 
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5.1 Introduction 
System design. which is also known as physical design. is defined as tasks that 
focus on 1he specification of a detailed computer-based solu1ion. In 1his design phase. 
we aim to solve the problems specified in System Analysis phase. This is where we 
design our system s1ructure, database and user inlerfacc 1hat mcel the needs and 
requirements. 
5 .2 Data Flow Diagram of Modules 
For Diary System, the system architecture is divided into 2 main modules called 
Administrative Module and User Module. Please refer to Figure 5.1. 
Diary 
System 
1 l 
Administrative User 
Module Module 
Figure 5.l: Diary System and its main Modules 
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5.1.1 Adminiscrath c l\todule 
Thi" module is prepared specially for adminis1ra1nrs. lls aim is 10 enable thl' 
adminis11 a1ors 10 perform hou'.'->ckeeping and website maintenance. Besides. 
administra1ors need 10 reply fcc:dbm:ks recein:d from users Administrators can modify 
1heir daia or personal details ii 1hcy "ish to do so. Figure 5.2 shows 1he Level Zero Daia 
Flow Diagram (DFD) of Adm1nistrati\"e Module. 
There arc all 1ogcthcr seven (7) sub-modules in 1his Administrative Module. 
Each of the sub-modules will perform specific tasks that arc required by an 
administrator. The modules arc as Jis1ed below: 
1. Login sub-module 
ii. Update Administrator Data sub-module 
111 . Feedback sub-module 
iv. Housekeeping sub-module 
v. Change Password Module 
vi. Add New Administrator sub-module 
vii. Logout sub-modufc Un
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Adm1111slrator 
Add Option 
8 
Add 
New 
Administrator 
USER_ID 
PasSWOld 
Administrator 
Delalls -
Login 
USER_lD & 
Password 
D1 I User Fite 
Changed 
USER_ID& 
Password 
Validated 
Administrator' 
Old& New 
PasS'NO(d 
2 l-------4--Admln1strator 
3 
1 Select Data Manage 
Adm1111strator Administrator 
Options Ac:coun! J 
4 
I I 
User 
Data 
Feedbacl<.--1----i Manage 
Option Feedback :..-Feedback 
Record 
Logout 
Optoo 
...: DI I User F~,. 
.,f 021 Feedback File 
~ -
6 
Change 
Pass"''Ol'd 
Logout 
Houselceeping Optoo 
Option 
Logout 
Option 
f .. :~ l ""' --~ o' I ""' "' .., Housekeeping.-. - Rl!(;O(d ~-
7 
Logoot 
Logout ~ 
Option 
--- ----Logout Opt>on 
' ()splay Homepage 
Figure 5.2: Level 0 DFO of Administrative Module 
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B1id dc~cription of cad1 sub-module from the.! Administratiw Ml'duk will ht! 
.?.i\'t!n as hclo": 
• Login sub-motlulc (as shown in Figure 5.l) 
For security reason. ad111inistrators arc required to login first before they 
are allowed lo do an) modification to the data or system Administrators 
need to key-in their uscrnamc and password for verification. This is 
important because only administrators have the power to perform 
housekeeping where they can delete inactive users. Administrators need to 
manage the feedbacks received. Figure 5.3 shows the data flow of this 
module. 
• Feedback sub-module (as shown in Figurc2:..i) 
In this Feedback module, administrator can manage the feedbacks that 
they received from other users. Administrators have to decide whether to 
reply or ignore the feedbacks. Administrators can also choose to delete the 
feedback after reading or replying. Figure 5.4 sho,,s the data flow of this 
module. 
• Housekeeping sub-module ( as shown in Figure 5.~ 
Housekeeping has been a necessary task in maintaining the database. It is 
carried out probably once a year depending on the policy of company. 
This is the time when administrators have to decide which of the records 
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need to be ddeted. lf there is no housekeeping. the database will h:nc 
man~ inactive users. '' h(1m ha\'C not sign in for quite a long time. 
Administrators can set duration such as six (6) months. lf the user has not 
sign in during this period. the user will be deleted from database. Cleaning 
outdated infornrntion will ensure the performance of the system. Figure 
5.5 shows the data now of this module. 
• Change Password sub-module ( as shown in f-igure 5.6) 
Change Password sub-module allows the administrators to change their 
password. ll is advised 10 change the password every three (3) months for 
safety reason. There are a few criteria when setting a password. It has to 
be at least six (6) characters. Besides, there should be no any special 
character. Only a-z. 0-9 and underscore U arc allowed. Figure 5.6 shows 
the data flow of this module. 
• Add New Administrator sub-module (as shown in Figure 5."U 
Jn this module, only the power administrator has the rights to add new 
administrators. This enables other chosen people to help in maintaining 
the system. This will lighten the burden of the power administrator. Figure 
5.7 shows the data now of this module. 
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• Logou1 sub-module 
To exit the system. administrator" ha\'e to logout. Logging out will end the 
login session. 
Login ~Option_.. 
1 1 
t------ -
Requesl 
User 
Venficauon 
.._ USER_IO & ._. 
password 
1 2 
,___ -
Vat1dahon ~-USER_ID &-j 01 I User File 
password -· --· ------1 
Invalid __J I Valid 
User User 
1 3 
Display 
Error 
Message 
,, 
Error 
Message 
' 
1 4 
Administrative 
Op11ons 
Administrative 
Op hons 
Figure 5.3: Level J DFD of Login sub-module 
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f 4 ld l 
__ Feedback__,~~ Feedback_j 02 I Feedbacl.. File Optton Record -i ..... _.._ __ ..,..
1 
___ _ 
l_J 
Feedback 
Record 
I 
J_ 
42 
Answer 
Feedback re:edback 
Reply 
I 
Updated 
Feedback 
Reply 
43 
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Figure 5.4: Level 1 DFD of r ecdback sub-module 
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Figure 5.6: Level 1 DFD of Change Password sub-module 
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Figure 5.7: Level 1 DFD of Add New Administrator sub-module 
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5.2.2 User l\lodule 
User Module is readied for the users when accessing the system. Users can 
register if they are not member yet. All the things that a user can do are defined here. 
Users can sign up as member to enjoy the free service. They can also change their 
Password whenever they want to. as well as updating their personal details. Some of the 
features are prepared to ease users. such as Addressbook Handling. Diary entry and 
Setting Reminder. Users can send feedback to voice their concern whether it is comment 
or suggestion. Figure 5.8 shows the Level Zero Data Flow Diagram (DFD) of User 
Module. 
There are nine (9) sub-modules in User Modu le. Each of the sub-modules is used 
to perform specific tasks that a user needs. 
i. Login sub-module 
11. Register New User sub-module 
111. Change Password sub-module 
iv. Update User Data sub-module 
V, Addressbook sub-module 
VI. Diary sub-module 
vi i. Reminder sub-module 
viii. Feedback sub-module 
ix. Logout sub-module 
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Figure 5.8: Level 0 DFD of User Module 
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Brief description of each sub-module from the User Module will be given as 
• Login sub-module ( as shown in Figure 5.9) 
User have to input their username and password to access to their own 
diary for security purpose. This is because diary is considered as a private 
propcny and not to be viewed by any other unauthorized users. This 
module will verify the username and password so that only the owner of 
the diary is allowed to perform modifications or updates. Figure 5.9 shows 
the data flow of this module. 
• Register New User sub-module (as shown in Figure 5.10) 
To enjoy this service, users need to s ign up as a member. This module will 
guide the users through a series of s ign up processes. System will look 
through database to check whether there is any other user with the same 
username. Then they will be notified whether it is a val id username. Later 
on, users will have to fill in forms with their personal details and 
password. Figure 5.10 shows the data flow of this module. 
• Change Password sub-module (as shown in Figure 5.11 ) 
Change password is necessary within a period for safety reason, just in 
case the password is obtained by other people accidentally or purposely. 
The password has to be at least six (6) characters. Besides, there should be 
no any special character. Only a-z, 0-9 and underscore (_) are allowed. 
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User will need to proYidc their old password. then followed by new 
password entry and retype new password for confirmation. Figure 5. l l 
shows the darn flow of this module. 
• Update User Data ~uh-module ( as shown in Fi cure 5. I 2) 
Users are permitted to change their personal details if they wish to do so. 
This is common, as users may have to update their information from time 
to time, as to keep them up-to date all the while. Figure 5.12 shows the 
data flow of this module. 
• Addressbook sub-module {as shown in Figure 5.13) 
This is where users keep all of their contact information about their friends 
or relatives. The information includes e-mail address, fi rst name, last 
name, binh date and phone numbers. Users can view, add, update or delete 
the information at any time. Figure 5.13 shows the data flow of this 
module. 
• Diary sub-module {as shown in Figure 5.J 4 ) 
Users can view, add, update or delete their diary entries using this module. 
This is where the users write down all their feel ings that come from the 
innermost of their heart. Users also can send the diary to other people if 
they feel like sharing the precious moments or the hard limes. Users can 
only send it after adding and saving the new diary. Which means they 
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ha\'e to send it through the .. View .. option. Figure 5.1-1 shows the data 
now of this module. 
• Reminder sub-module (as shown in Figure 5.15) 
Reminder can be set to alert users about 1heir meeting. appointments or 
special even1s like dates and birthdays. They can choose whether the alarm 
is ON or OFF. If the alarm is set to ON. users need to specify the date and 
the time so that SMS will be sent prior to the events. Apart from this. 
system can also send the alert through e-mail or pop-up when the users 
login. Users themselves will choose the method of alert. Figure 5.15 
shows the data flow of this module. 
• Feedback sub-module 
Feedback can be sent to administrator for any comment, no matter it is 
suggestions or complaints. User will type the message in a text area, then 
the message will be sent once users click the "Send" button. The feedback 
will reach to administrator. If there is any reply from administrator, the 
reply will be sent to user's e-mail account, which he or she provided in 
personal details while registration as a member. 
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• Loe.out sub-mocJuk 
Users ought to logout after doing what the~ want. This is important for 
privacy reason. as nobod) can view his or her diaries or reminders. 
Logging out will end the session. 
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Figure 5.9: LeveJ l DFD of Login sub-module 
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5.3 Database Design 
In database design. there will he five (5) tahlcs usl!d to keep the information. The 
relationship of the data in tables is shown as in Figure 5.16. The name of the tables arc as 
listed belo" : 
• USERACCOUNT 
• ADDRESSBOOK 
• REMINDER 
• DIARY 
• FEEDBACK 
Data dictionary of database designed: 
Table 5.1: USERACCOUNT 
....__ 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
--User_ID Character 30 User's login name 
---User _Password Character 15 User's password 
r--
User_Type Integer 1 0 = Administrator, 1 = User 
r-._ 
user_FirstName Character 20 User's first name 
,..__ 
User _Last Name Character 20 User's last name 
--User_ Cell Country Integer 2 User's cell phone country code 
,..__ 
user_ Cel I Area Integer 2 -User's cell phone area code 
r-.-
User_CellNumber Integer 7 User 's cell phone number -
r--
User_Email Character 40 User' s e-mail address 
'----
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Table 5.~: AODRESSBOOK 
- ! Field Size I - Dcscri pt ion Field Name Da1a T)pC w 
,.__ 
add_lD Charac1cr 30 Conwc1 ·s JD 
,..__ 
add_FirstNamc Charac1cr ~o Contact's first name 
-
I 
add_LastName Charac1cr 20 Contact ·s last name 
' 
-
I 
add_Gender lntegc1 1 0 = FemalZl = Male 
-add_Email Character 40 Contact ·s e-mail address 
-
add _BirthOate Integer 2 Contact 's birth date 
-add_BirthMonth Integer 2 Contact's birth month 
-add_BinhYear Integer 4 Contact's birth year 
-add_OffCountry Integer 2 Contact's office phone country code 
-add_ OffArea Integer 1 Contact's office phone area code 
r--._ 
add_ OffNumber Integer 8 Contact's office phone number 
r-._ 
add_ Cell Country Integer 2 Contact's cell phone country code 
r--._ 
add_ Cell Area Integer 2 Contact's cell phone area code 
r--. 
add_CelJNumber Integer 7 Contact's cell phone number 
-add_ HouseCou ntry Integer 2 Contact's house phone country code 
......__ 
add_ HouseArea Integer 1 Contact's house phone area code 
-add_ HouseNumber Integer 8 Contact 's house phone number I 
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Table 53: REMINDER 
- Field Name I Data Type Field Size I Dcscrlpt ion - I 
fevent_ID I Char.icier 10 EY~nt"s ID 
-C\'ent_ Typc Integer l 0 = Birthday. 1 =Graduation. 
2 = Meeting. 3 = Wedding. 
4 = Others 
,.__ 
event_ Title Charac1er 50 Event title 
I"---_ 
event_ Date Integer 2 Event date 
r-...._ 
event_Month Integer 2 Event month 
r-..__ 
event_ Year Integer 4 Event year 
I"---_ 
event_ Hour Integer 2 Event hour 
r-..__ 
event_ Min Integer 2 Event minute 
r-_ 
event_Desc Character 500 Brief description about the event 
r-..__ 
event_AlarmMethod Integer 1 0 = E-mail, 1 = SMS 
.....__ 
event_Notify Integer l When the user wish to be notified. 
1 = 1 day, 3 = 3 days, 7 = 7 days 
Table 5.4: DIARY 
Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
Cha racier lO Diary ID 
di<try _Title Character 50 Diary 1itle 
di<try _Da1e Integer 2 Diary date 
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diary Month lntcga ., Dia1 ,. month 
r-y-
l tary_ Yca1 Integer ..t - Diary year -
"Cr- ' 1ary_Hour l lllCl'Cr ., -Diary hour ~ -
di an Min Integer , Dian· minute 
·-
-
,__ 
diary_ Entry Character 2000 Diary entry to remember--
.__ 
Table 5.5: FEEDBACK 
- Field Name Data Type Field Size Description 
...__ 
fb_m Character 10 Feedback ID 
--fb_Type Integer 1 Feedback type 
0 = Complaint , 1 = Suggestion 
2 = Problem 3 = Others 
-lb _Sender Character 40 Feedback sender's e-mail address 
1--.-. 
fb _ReceivedDate Integer 2 Feedback received date 
1---
fb _ReceivedMonth Integer 2 Feedback received month 
r--_ 
fb_ReceivedYear Integer 4 Feedback received year 
:-...__ 
fb_RepliedDate Integer 2 Feedback replied date 
-fb_RepliedMonth Integer 2 Feedback replied month 
...__ 
fb _RepliedYear Integer 4 Feedback replied year 
--
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Figure 5.16: Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of database 
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5.4 Interface Design 
In des1gnmg the interface. Graphic User Interface (GUl) is chosen to ease users 
A picture says a thousand words. This saying shows how much a graphic can hc.!lp m 
assistmg users when they w1sh to enjoy the service. This can provide better guidance to 
users to prevent them from getting lost or confused. The basic emphases on GUI are 
• Simple and nice, easy to understand 
• Ease of browsing 
• Guidance provided. Name of buttons are clearly stated and understood 
• User friendly. Users wont face any problem when using the system. 
A prototype of the homepage is prepared in Figure 5.17 as below: 
\ I n '( ' < ) I 1 Ii I H ' < Ii. tr\. ~,._v::-.; ,.. ~ 
. ( . ~.\'.·~ ~. 
Home I About I Terms a Condirions I FAQ I Contact Us 
>>> WelcOMe to<<< 
Diary Syst8n 
An On-., Dectronic Oilry 
Username: 
PasS'Mlrd : ~=====~ 
Figure 5.17: Homepage 
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6.1 Introduction 
System impkmcn1a1itrn comes after all the analysis. requirements cap1Uring and 
design. This is when all the conccpttial designs are brought into 1cal life by using 
programming languages and softwares. Implementation is carried out by writing the 
codes for the system module by module. The implementation phase consists of 
developing and testing. Changes are made if there are any bugs or inconsistencies to 
ensure that the system built is free from errors. 
6.2 Program Installation 
To start the implementation, we should install the program and software that are 
needed lo build the Online Diary System. Programs used are as following: 
EasyPIJP vl.7 
EasyPHP is a combination of Apache vl.3.27, MySQL v4.0.15, PHP v4.4.4 
and PHP MyAdmin v2.5.3 that are integrated into an easy-to-install package. 
Moreover, this is meant for Windows computers and supports Windows 
9x/ME/2000/XP. After installing, there are instructions that should be 
followed to configure each of the components separately. 
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Adobe Phoroshop 6.0 
Adobe PhllW~hop is needed to edit. dra\\ graphics fo1 bcaut 1 f ~ ing the 
WebPages. All of the buttons were created using this software Besides. it is 
- -
a good tool to create the graphic for banner too. 
EditPlus 
EditPlus is a useful text editor. HTML editor and progrnmmers· editor for 
Windows. While it can serve as a good replacement for Notepad, it also 
offers many powerful features fo r Webpage authors and programmers. lt 
supports customizable syntax highlighting for HTML, CSS, PHP, ASP, Perl, 
CIC++, Java, JavaScript and YBScript by default. 
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6.3 Progran1n1ing and Coding 
6.3. l EditPlus 
EditPlus is used to write the codes for PHP. Although the GUI 1s simple, yet it is 
easy to use and it provides syntax highlights. Below is the work.space for EditPlus. 
e [cfttPIUI • [send_fb.php ") 
;) Re Edt View s-dl Ooo..-t Project Tools Wnlow ._ 
.i ;i; Id (;W ...l d ~ _J l!!i x ~"') ~ ~ ,J i: .f w ;= ~ ~ :J .:ii~ :J It? 0 
Drecttiry Clpteod :;;a B .J ll F e6" Db .J 'II J:f .<i $ = <.!- C ai ~ - m: Ii S: J J" ti S 
ICI .., 11--~----....;+_--_-_-:...I-_-_• _--_-...:-Z:...-----._-_--..;;;3_--_-_-+_-_--_-...;4_--_-_-+_-_--_-.::..S-_-_. •-'t-· _··-·"'-6-_-_--....;•_·--·-·7:...·_--_·..:..+-_-_-_:-8:...-_- --
._3 C\ 
_j E~P1·7 
.J-
..J hUMlon 
...J ..tiwo. b<Aton 
..J• .., 
add..~'*" 
adit..~1-mtbalr. 
edd_~Ji"c> 
add_ «*M.pl-c> blk 
add_ corlact tcml 
add_ contact~~ 
add_ coruct ii"c> 
~rdo>c.1111> 
-*nn_ &ilpl-c> 
-*-\.,ilt"blk 
adlolln_IQon. ..... 
.-._ioon.1111> 
.... _ lagir(lRI 1111> 
blrni.hlm 
tulon.tcml 
-ii"c> 
conwnaro_cllrc 
~1111> 
oonwnonOBS rc 
corftn\..~tcml 
oorum.Jb 1111> 
for ... ~f1 
v 
• 
1J J 1 ~ I 1 t ( 11 , 
$tb_rcce1ve_d~t• • da •t L ) ; 
$ 6tlldt L _ ld·' 1"~ .. ~ _ l '1; 
'~Ut-1.') • !~ .. ~l- 1 ' ... • !1. t.. ,.,__ 
,t,lllT"Cc._:ttlL.L_ i1 . ::1:. ; 
J.~,..,J .. r:("'Lcu~· 1 IM:,ul ' "); 
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Figure 6.1: Workspace for EditPlus 
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6.3.2 PHP 
In PHP. it is a scripting cn\'ironment that is made up ln two parts. nameh· 
programmatic C()des and embedded HTML. 
To indicate that the PHP is used. we inform the web sen·cr h~ starting with 
<?PHP and end it with ?>. It can be placed anywhere between the HTML where we 
need processing. When the PHP page is requested from client. the codes between 
<?PHP and ?>is processed before sent back to client. The codes below arc a portion of 
PHP codes taken from the registration page, new _account.php. The codes are used to 
connect and select database. Then it will insert the values of the registration form from 
the new user. 
<?pllp 
$li11k = mysql_co11nect("locallwst", "root ", "alextkk ") ordie("Could not 
con 11 eel"); 
mysql_select_db("online_diary ")or die ("Could not select database"); 
$user _last_login = date("Y-m-d ") ; 
$user _created= date("Y-m-d"); 
$time= date("H:i:s"); 
$query = "INSERT INTO user _account 
VALUES('$user _id', 
'$user _password', 
'$user_ name ', 
'$user _gender', 
'$user_ mobile ', 
'$user _email ', 
'} ', 
'$user _last _login ', 
'$user_ created~"; 
$result= mysql_query($query); 
?> 
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6.3.~' JaYaSnipt 
Another scripting that i. used is Ja,•aScript. In Online Diary System. Ja\ aScript 
is mainly used for validation. All of the Ja\';'IScript are ~urrounded by <script /a11g11age 
= "JamScript "> and </script> and written in the header of the llTML. Below is a 
sample of JavaScript taken from registration page. new_account.html. The function 
checks whether the compulsory fields in the registration form are filled. If nm there" ill 
be a pop-up window to alert users that they left out the important part of the form. 
Besides, it also checks if the password and password_confirm match or not. 
<script language= "JamScript "> 
function CheckEmpty(getForm) { 
i•ar USER_JD = getForm.user _id.value; 
var USER_PASSWORD = getForm.user _password.value; 
var PASSWORD _CONFIRM= getForm.password_confirm.value; 
var USER_NAME = getForm.user _name.value; 
var USER_:MOBILE = getForm.user _mobile.i•alue; 
var USER_EMAIL = getForm.user _email.value; 
if (USER_ID == "") { 
} 
alert ("Please input your Username. "); 
return false; 
if (USER_PASSWORD == II") { 
} 
alert ("Please input your Password. "); 
return false; 
if(PASSWORD_CONFIRM== "") { 
} 
alert ("Please retype your Password. "); 
return false; 
if(USER_PASSWORD != PASSWORD_CONFIR.M) { 
alert (" Your Password nnd Password Confirm mismatch. "); 
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} 
n •t11r11 false; 
} 
if (L'SER_NAME == "") { 
} 
alert ("Please inpur your Full Name."); 
return false; 
if (USER_MOBJLE == II") { 
} 
alert ("Please input your Mobile Number."); 
return false; 
if (USER_J:.."'MAIL == "") { 
} 
alert ("Please input your E mail Address. "); 
return false; 
return true; 
//--> 
</script> 
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6.3A Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) 
Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) is an external file that defines how HTML 
elements are displayed. jus1 like the font tag and the color a11ribu1e. It uses a simple 
mechanism for adding style (e.g. fon ts. colors. spacing) 10 \VebPagcs. Aflcr lhc s1yles 
are defined. the document is saved wi1h the extension .css. 
To include a CSS inio the HTML document. we jus1 simple add in the line in the 
header part , usually after <Title>. 
<link rel= "stylesheet " type= "text/css" href= "sryles.css "> 
Below is a sample of CSS used for Online Diary. 
a { 
.line { 
a:hover 
.comment 
text-decoration : none; 
color : #3366cc; 
font-size : JOpt; } 
font-size 
color 
font-weight 
font-family 
: JOpt; 
: hotpink; 
: bold; 
: aria!; } 
{ text-decoration : underline; 
color : #3366cc; 
font-size : JOpt; } 
{ font-size 
font-family 
color 
: 8pt; 
: aria/; 
: dimgray; } 
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6.3.S Sample Codes 
l3clo'' is a comple1e sample codes fwm add_contact.php. Which is called when 
a user wishes 10 add contac1 information of a friend or relati\ e into his'her Address 
Book. The codes will sa\'e all 1he in formation he/she input into 1he database. 
<?php 
sessio11_register("11ser _id", "user _password"); 
$/ink = mysql_co1111ect( 11localhost", "root ", "alextkk ") ordie("Co11/d not co1111ect"); 
mysql_select_db( 11011/i11e_diary ")or die ("Could not select database"); 
fun ction error _message($msg) { 
echo "<SCRIPT>alert(\ "$msg\ ");history.go(-1)</SCRIPT> "; 
exit; 
} 
fun ction emailcheck($intext) { 
$theresults = ereg(" "{"@]+@["@}+\.["@ \.}+$",$int ext, $trashed); 
if ($theresults) 
return O; 
else 
return 1; 
} //return 0 if not match 
if ( empty($add _name)) error _message("Please enter your contact 's Name."); 
if (empty($add_email)) error _message("Please enter your contact's Email 
Address. "); 
if (empty($add_birthday)) error_message("Please enter your Birthday."); 
if ( empty($add _mobile) && empty($add _house) && empty($add _office)) 
error_message("Please enter either Mobile Number. House Number or Office 
Number."); 
if ( emailcheck($add _email)) 
error _message ("Invalid Email Address."); 
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I* l'erforming SQL quay */ 
Sq11t•ry· = "INSERT !.\'TO address/JOok 
VALUES(". 
'$user _id'. 
'$add_11ame', 
'$add _gender', 
'$add_ email', 
'$add_birtltday ', 
'$add_office', 
'$add_mobile', 
'$add_lto11se ', 
'$address') "; 
$result= mysql_query($query); 
<HTML> 
<Title>Online Diary</Tille> 
<Head> 
<link rel= "stylesheet" type= "text/css" href= "styles.css"> 
</Head> 
<body> 
<table border=2 bordercolor=7B849C cellPadding=l cel/Spacing=O width= "70%" 
align=center> 
<tr> 
<td> 
<Table border=O cel/Padding=O cellspacing=O width= "70%" align=center> 
<form action=<?php echo $PHP _SELF; ?>method= "post " name= "form/ "> 
<tr width=/00%> 
<td colspan=3><img src=image/dol525.gif alt=Dots></ld></lr> 
<fr> 
<td co/span=] align=" center"> 
<img src= "image/addbook_user jpg" all= "New Contact "></ fd></tr> 
<Ir> 
<Id colspan=3> 
<hr width=80o/o color=hotpi11k size= I align=right></ld></lr> 
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<tr alig11=tt•111er> 
<td colspa11=3> 
<font class=co111111e11t> 
<b>< ?php aho "Logged i11 as $user _id" : ?></b><lfo11t></td></tr> 
<tr> 
<td colspa11=3> 
<hr width=80% color=#3366cc si::.e=l align=left></td></lr> 
<tr> 
<td colspa11=3 align=center> 
<table width=70% align=center cellspaci11g=l cellpaddiug=l 
border=O> 
<fr> 
<Id colspan=3 align=center> 
<ll3>You ha••e added a new contact.</h3></ fd></tr> 
<tr bgcolor=lightgrey> 
<fd align=right width=35%>Conlact Name</td> 
<Id align=center width=10%><b>&nbsp; : &nbsp;</b></td> 
<td align=left><?php echo $add_name?></td></tr> 
<tr bgcolor=#e5efff> 
<Id a/ign=right>Gender</font></td> 
<Id align=center><b>&nbsp; : &nbsp;</b></td> 
<td align=left><?php echo $add_gender?></td></tr> 
<tr bgcolor=#b9dlf6> 
<td align=right>Email Address</td> 
<Id align=center><b>&nbsp; : &nbsp;</b></ld> 
<td align=left><?php echo $add_email?></TD></TR> 
<tr bgcolor=#eSefff> 
<td align=right>Birthday</td> 
<td align=center><b>&nbsp;: &nbsp;</b></td> 
<td a/ign=left><?php echo $add_birthday?></td></lr> 
<tr bgcolor=#b9dlf6> 
<Id align=right>Mobile Number</ld> 
<Id align=center><b>&nbsp; : &nbsp;</b></ld> 
<Id align=left><?php echo $add_mobile?></td></tr> 
<tr hgcolor=#eSefff> 
<td align=riglit>House Number</ld> 
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<Id alig11=ce111er><b>&11hsp: : &nbsp:</b></ld> 
<Id nlig11=left><?php echo Sadd_house?></ld></lr> 
<Ir bgcolor=#b9d 1/6> 
<Id align=righl>Office Number</td> 
<Id alig11=cc11rer><b>&nbsp; : &11bsp;</b></td> 
<td nlig11=left><?php eclro $add_office?></td></tr> 
<fr bgcolor=#eSefff> 
<td align=riglrt>Address</ld> 
<Id alig11=ce11ter><b>&11bsp; : &nbsp;</b></td> 
<Id align=left><?plrp echo $address?></td></tr> 
<Ir> 
<Id colspa11=3 align=ce111er> 
<Irr width=70% color=#7B849C size=2></td></tr> 
<Ir> 
<td co/span=] align=center> 
<a Ir ref= "view_addbook.php ">View Address Book 
</a></ld></lr> 
</form> 
</table></td></tr> 
</ta bl e></td></tr> 
</table> 
<font class=comment><ce11ter>- Copyright © 2003-2004 Online Diary Limited. All 
Rights Resen1ed -</center><//0111> 
</body> 
</hlml> 
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7.1 lntroduction 
System testing is a step taken to 1rack faulls. bugs or errors. It is done 10 
determine \\'hether the system is performing all the funciions well. The main pu1posc is 
to fix the errors at early stage. before integrated with other functions or moduJec:;. 
Besides. testing is necessary 10 ensure that the system built will reach the qualit) 
expected. There are three kind of system testing strategy. They are unit testing, module 
testing and integration testing. 
7 .2 Testing Strategy 
7.2.1 Unit Testing 
For unit testing, first thing we can do is by checking the codes line by line to 
track the syntax error, algorithm error or data error. Then we ensure that the codes 
written meet the specification of the requirements. When all are done, we view the page 
in browser to see the result. If there is still any inconsistency or fault, back to the codes 
to correct it. 
For example the address book, first of all we check whether the page can display 
the contacts of the logged-in user. When the user views the contacts from his/her 
address book, he/she can choose either to view or delete that particular contact. The 
figure in next page shows the Address Book. Table 7.1 shows the unit testing on 
Address Book. 
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Figure 7.1: Address Book 
Table 7. 1: Unit Testing for Address Book 
No Action Taken Expected Outcome 
I 0 S:ION'I 
Result 
Click the "View" Link to the page where all Detail information 
1. hyperlink at the end of the detail information of "Alex" is about "Alex" is 
contact called " Alex". displayed. displayed. 
Click the "Delete" A message box appears and All fields about 
hyperJjnk at the end of the asks for confirmation. If the "Alex" are deleted 
2. 
contact called "Alex". "OK" button is clicked, the from database. 
contact "Alex" will be deleted. 
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7.2.2 J\lodule Tesring 
Module is made up hy a few linked componen1s. After all programs for a 
panicular iablc is dc\'eloped. module testing is carried out 10 1es1 whether 1he module is 
working as expected. Table 7.'2 shows the module testing for administrator login 
process. 
Table 7.2: Module Testing for Adminis1ra1or Login Process 
No Action Taken Expected Outcome Result 
Administrator input the A message box A message box appears 
correct username and indicating successful and displays the message 
]. password. Such as: login and reminds the "Login successful. Please 
Username: admin administrator to logout. rem~mber to log out!!!" 
Password: admin 
Administrator input the An error message is A message box appears 
wrong username or displayed. and displays the message 
2. password. Such as: " Invalid login!" 
Usemame: admin 
Password: halo 
User input the correct An error message is A message box appears 
username and password. displayed. and displays the message 
3 Such as: "Invalid login!" 
Username: test 
Password: test 
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7 . .2.3 Jnregral ion Testing 
After the unit tc~aing and module testing. each of the components is expected to 
be functioning well. Then they are combined and linked to become the complete 
svstem. Based on the wri11en svstem specifications. integration testing is needed to 
... ., .... -
identify the problems arise from the components interaction. So we have to verify the 
system components to ensure that all of them are working together to achieve the 
specifications. In integration testing, the bottom-up approach is used. That is all the 
lower-level components are integrated and tested before the higher-level components. 
7.3 Summary 
During the development of Online Diary, testing phase is unavoidable. It is a 
phase that is crucial to ensure that all of the works done are bug-free and error-free. 
There for, unit testing, module testing and integration testing are important as the main 
objective is to look for the errors that are possible to appear and try to fix them. By this 
time, the system development is supposing implemented all that is specified in the 
design phase. AJI the requirements are met and ready to serve the users. 
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8.1 Introduction 
After testing. the complete system will go through an evaluation stage before it 
is sent to the client. This is considered as the final phase of development for Online 
Diary. Problems pertaining to soft-.vare and hardware arc observed to determine the 
quality of the system built. Suggestions. problems encountered. comments and ideas for 
improvement are jotted down and reviewed. 
8.2 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
During the evaluation process, a few problems and faults were found. After 
reviewing them, solutions are suggested to fix the problems. 
8.2.1 Ilyperlink 
Problem: 
There are 2 hyperlinks that link to an empty page. These broken link 
problems occur at the view reminder page, view _reminder.php. 
Solution: 
Testing was not done careful enough. All of the hyperlinks will be tested 
again to ensure that none of them will point to empty page. 
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8.2.2 Date Input Fields 
Problem: 
All of the date input fields haYe no validation tO ensure that u~ers are not 
allowed to type in any invalid input. 
Solution: 
Validation will be added in so that all of the date input fields are validated 
and only the date is saved into database. 
Another alternative is by using a pop-up calendar. Users do not have to type 
in anything but just selecting the date from the pop-up calendar. 
8.2.3 Message Box 
Problem: 
After signing in, there will be a message box indicate that the user has made 
a successful login. It also reminds the user so that he/she remembers 10 
logout after writing his/her diary. 
After logging out, there is a message box saying that Jogout is successful 
before redirecting the user to the homepage. 
Solution: 
The will be omitted as there is no need to inform the users that they have 
Jogged-in or Jogged-out successfully. Excessive message box seems to be 
bothering, especially every time when the user tries to login or logout. 
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Problem: 
For a few pages that provide sorting service. the sorting is done by using 
some diff crent WcbPages. 
Solution: 
Sorting is done in the same page using if statement in PHP. Besides that. 
there will be also sort by ascending and descending orders. 
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8.3 System Strengths 
8.3.1 Interface and Design 
With the new interface. there are no heavy graphics. It serves the main purpose 
of writing an online diary. The graphics are only used for banner and titles of every 
module. Besides, the color combinations are quite comfortable to look at. The main 
colors used throughout the pages are blue, grey and pink. 
8.3.2 Multiple Diaries 
In this Online Diary, users are allowed to write multiple entries for the same 
day. Jn the calendar view, when the mouse move over the date, it wili show that in that 
particular day, there are multiple entries on the day. If clicked, the diary will be shown 
in a pop-up window and users can read from there. 
8.3.3 Database Maintenance 
To maintain the database, Housekeeping module is prepared so that the database 
will not keep piles of useless information. Administrators can delete those users who 
remai n inactive fo r more than half a year. 
8.3.4 Ease of Browsing 
To help users in browsing the pages easily, I've used the same layout for every 
page. Buttons are always there at the left hand side of the page. Users can see the 
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bu11ons all the time. which link them to the main modules. such as My Diary. Feedback 
and Address Book. 
8.3.5 Security and Prirncy 
For security and privacy reason, password is required to login to the diary. Users 
can only login to write diary or modify data after supplying the right username and 
password. This is to prevent their diaries from viewing by unauthorized users. 
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8.4 System Constraints 
SA.I Image Uploading 
A picture tells a thousand words. Some1imes it is good to have pictures as it 
reminds us and refresh our mind about the time shared together. Online Diary only 
supports text entries bul not images. 
8.4.2 Spell Check 
Spell check function is not provided. It is an extra credit and will ease users if 
they can rely on the system to check the spelling. 
8.4.3 Search Function 
A search function will help users finding what they want easier. Sometimes 
users need to look for something using keyword from their diaries because they have 
forgotten when they wrote the diary. 
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8.5 Future Enhancements 
8.5.1 Pop-up Calendar 
For entering date. it is wise to have a pop-up calendar so that users will not have 
to type in the date. Instead, it is easier to choose the date from the pop-up calendar. 
Besides. this can prevent them from entering invalid data too. 
8.5.2 User Group 
For those who like to share their diaries with beloved ones, they are able to 
create a list of friends and family, where they can be grated permission to view the 
diary. 
8.5.3 Customization using Templates 
Some online diaries do provide the users with templates, where users can choose 
their favorite template to apply to their diaries whenever they sign in. AJl the templates 
have different color schemes. For sure there is one that will suit their taste. 
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8.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
8.6.1 Phases in SDLC 
After doing this report and building the system. I personally feel that J've learnt 
a lot about the Software Development Life Cycle. It is important to follow the sequence 
as failure to do so will result in endless iterations and rework. 
8.6.2 De\lelopment Tools 
From the experience, rve found that the more errors I meet, the more I learn 
from the mistakes. It gives me a better understanding of the tools or languages that J 'm 
using. For example PHP and JavaScript. 
8.6.3 Self Expression 
From the process of doing this report and developing system, I'm exposed to the 
real system development environment. It is a prominent advantage that I' ve learnt to 
manage and handle a project. In real life, this is a very important thing, as we need to 
deliver the system to client according to the date and need to finish building the system 
on time. 
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